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Then: close all; clc;
original_log = XLS('C:\User

s\alie\Desktop\Sidik
Udoh\Minhajul

Muslim\Minhajul
Muslim.xlsx'); log =

cell2mat(log(original_log));
% minhajula muslim has

been published as a
paperback book, too % the
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Kindle version can be
bought on Amazon. In the
meantime, % the publisher

has yet to release the
paperback [log{1}] =
log(strsplit(mfilename,

'\s*\.')); e =
log(regexp(log{1},

'\[([^\[\]"]*)\]'))'; % found
the cell values that match

the canonical text %
because the canonical

texts at different times is
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different, % and each word
might have one or several

usages as a cantion. %
even within one cell, one
word might have several
usages, % this is just the
most common one in this
canonical text, % so it has
to be found manually s =
log{3}(e(1:2)+e(3:end));
% write out to another xls

file minhajuala.xls =
[s{:}]; % save original log
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as a backup
original_log_backup =

XLS(mfilename); This will
automatically recognize
the xls file, regardless of

which version of xlsxwriter
you are using. Australian
Bob Dougherty and the

Straight Goods We’re re-
running our 2006 interview

with Australian poet and
performer Bob Dougherty.

Along the way, I learn a
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few things about Bob, his
work and his life. I also

learn a few things about
looking and listening,

especially about asking
questions and about

resistance. Bob is a poetry
and performance artist

who grew up around the
time of the sexual

revolution, in the early
1970s. So he tends to look
through a lens which sees
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and hears things
differently than I do. The

Outcasts of Parkes Almost
anything you want to know

about Bob you can read
about on his blog, The

Outcasts of Parkes, which
is worth checking out if
you haven’t already. It’s

also a fine example of how
Bob and I talk about poetry

and other arts.
6d1f23a050
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